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I am happy to be with Tech graduates this evening, even though
I an on the speakers' list . 4?hile I have not been closely associated with
the affairs or M .I .T ., I have followed its progress with great interest .
Having entered b; .I :T . as a student as long ago as 1903, my interest extends
back over 50 years . I am lookirg forward to the report of President Killian
on the condition of the Institute at the close of the first half of this
century .

The reputation of M .I .T . in Canada is as high as it is in the
United States and many other countries . Canadian engineering students have
been going to Tech in considerable numbers, either for graduate or post-
graduate crork, with the result that Tech men are scattered all over
Canada . Our National Research Council keeps in close contact with the
Institute and frequently retains menbers of its staff for special srork .
Canada is fortunate in having access to the engineering experience that has
been developed in the United States over the last fifty years, and has been
able to reciprocate by giving this country access to such special skills as
have been developed in Canada . This interchange has not been confined to
engineering fields, but has been the rule in other professions and in
industry and commerce generally. Happily there is no tariff between u s
on ideas .

The Canadian Government is somewhat unique among governments in
that it includes tc•o engineering graduates among its twenty mecbers . It
happens that both are graduates of M.I .T . Neither I nor m,y colleague are at
present heading engineering departmerrts, f :s I an responsible for Canada's
external trade, crhile my col] eague heads the Reconstruction Departr :ent .
Hcwever, I hope that between us, r;e have succeeded in adding something of
Tech colour to the work of government .

In speaking to you this evening about developments in inter-
national trade, I am giving you a Canadian viewpoint on a situation that
is causinc concern to all thoughtful people . Lr re,:.arks will have to do
particularly with trade between our two countries, brought about by
recent changes in the pattern of crorld trade generally . The threatened
breakdown of orld trading relations is being vridely discussed at the '
nonent, and I have been particularly imprecseci rnith 'cent statAmo ..4 .» en
the subject by Secretery of State Acheson, l`s . Paul iioffr.ian and L's .
Donal~ Cordon, Deruty Governor of the .Bank of Can^da . My thought is that
awider understanding of the situation ray lead to steps that riill avoid
a breakdown of world trade, such as occurred in the early 193C~s, and
chich had rnxuch to do cvith the depression of that period .

Both Canada and the United States are trading nations . Your
country stands first among exporting nations, crhile Canada stands third,
Aith the United Kingdom in betiveen . Both Canada and the United States
require markets abroad for our surplus production, the alternative being
fl glut of certain comnodities and a resulting drop in the level of both
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prices and employment . Both our countries also require substantial imports .
Canada is less self-contained than the United States, and our exports and
jports are normallJ in close balance, i,hereas the United States normally
bas a preponderance of exports .

Trade across our common border is far greater than trade betwee n
ajiy other two countries in the world. Our resources are largely complementary
and our needs are complementary . Canada supplies you with 80 per cent o f
your ne;vsprint paper, together with considerable quantities of wood pul p
and timber . In metals, we supply practically all your nickel and considerable
quantities of aluminum, copper, zinc, lead, and uranium . Our abundance of
hydro-electrie power enables us to ship you certain manufactured products .

On the other hand, you supply us with cotton, coal, petroleum,
citrus fruits and a wide range of manufactured goods and components .
Canada buys more from you than you buy from Canada, and this is especially
true when both countries are prosperous . In the old days of convertible
currencies, this unbalance of trade caused no great difficulty, since we
ffere able to settle our balance with you by earnings from exports to Europe
and to other parts of the rnorld :-Today, that unbalance is a serious matter
indeed, and has led to devaluation of the Canadian currency and to restrictive
measures designed to bring into Tranageable proportions the consequent drai n
on our U .S . dollar reserves . I may say at once that both devaluation of our
currency in terms of U .S . dollars, and trade.restrictions, are as disagréeable
to us as I am sure they are to you .

Iuring the war years, this unbalance of trade and consequent
dollar difficulties was not allowed to interfere rrith the war effort of
either country . The .enormous and sudden demands of war confronted us with
unexpected shortages, both of raw materials and manufacturing capacity .
It then became abundantly clear that a new approach to our national pro-
duction programmes was imperative . Nowadays, there is a tendency to forget
the remarkable degree of co-operation vehich was achieved by our two
countries during the vear . It seems to me that those csartime experience s
may have some lessons for the present .

The need for a new approach to our mutual trade appeared in the
Spring of 1941 . At that time, Cenadian needs for your steel, machine tools
and components for new war production seemed almost limitless, nhile at the
sane time overseas demands for Canadian products were growing . No longer
could Canada balance trade deficits with the United States by overseas
credits, and a.serious shortage of U.S. dollars developed . This was a
natter of alarm in Canada, since it threatened to interfere seiously with
ourwar effort . Of more fundamental importance was the fact that the war
production programmes of our two countries tended to be separate and
distinct, to an extent that must result in the inefficient use of scarce
resources .

In April, 1941, President Roosevelt and Prime Liinister hackenzie
King agreed on a basic policy of economic coroperation between our
cour.tries which became known as the iiyde Park Declaration . Briefly, this
policy was that each country should specialize in the production of ." items
it could produce best, and that production plans should be co-ordinated .
Asb"inister of r,unitions and Supply of that day, I was most happy about
this declaration, since it opened an avenue to full-out production o f
var material .

At about this time, the shortage of aluminum was a major bottle-
neck . I arranged with the late W .S . Knudsen, then Chairman of the Office
of Production L'anagement, for the appointement of a Joint com .mittee of
United States and Canadian officials to r .vrk out the aluminu..^~ problem, as
rell as problems involving the whole field of strategic minerals . This
co~cittee, by getting the best effort out of both countries, was able to
step up production to meet all war requirements . Under its direction,
production of aluminum and nickel and copper and zinc and lead and
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tungstèn was expanded in both countries, and used as reriuired to meet the needs
of both countries . This committee formed a channel for the exchange o f
complete and detailed information on our joint raea materials situation .

At the end of 1941, another joint committee was set up to deal
~cith problems of munitions production. This joint War Production Committee,
cith the aid of a number of sub-committees, kept the munition s
programmes of both countries continually under review . Its aim was to
take up any excess capacity that appeared, and to arrange for new capacity
where production could be undertaken most efficiently, regardless of inter-
national boundaries . Among other things, this committee was able to make
available to the United States considerable Canadian stocks of anti-aircraft
gnns, radar equipment, ammnnition, bombs and explosives for certain bases
which were liable to attack immediately after Pearl Harbour .

In 192, the Combined Production and Resources Board, made up of
representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada, was
formed to further economic collaboration among the three countries . As a
member of this Board, Iwas able to observe at first hand horr men ôf good
will can resolve difficult problems by friendly discussion . The main concern
of the Board was the allocation of the productive capacity of the three
countries in the best possible Fsay, in the light of military and civilian
needs .

Apart from these conur.ittees, there ras a regular but, informal
interchange of ideas between our two countries . Consultâtiôn-was almost
continuous on problems of priorities, allocations, production schedules and
conservation. It is doubtful whether any ttso sovereign countries in modern
times have èver been more closely associated . The problem then was ho ;v best
to use our joint resources . The circumstances of today are different, but
the basic problem is the same .

As a result of the Hyde Park Agreement and of this close collabo-
ration, Canada was able to balance her payments with the United States
thror.gh delivery ôf tsar materials . It is ;vell to remember that Canad a
has never been a recipient of direct financial aid from the United States .

The balance of payments crisis that was resolved by . the Hyde
Park declaration is again with us as a peacetime problem . In the year 1947,
Canada purchased in the United States goods to the value of t:eo billion
dollars aru~ exported to the United States goods to the value of one billion
dollars . Obviously, this could not continue . Import restrictions were
imposed by Canada, and a campaign organized to expand our exports to the
United States, as a result of which, in the current year, arhile we are still
importing over trro billion dollars worth of goods from you, our exports to
you have been .increased to one billion 500 million dollars . This improve-
ment does not mean that; restrictions on, our imports frdm your country can
be lifted entirely, altough it has permitted some relaxation in them .
Were it not for b'arshall plan dollar aid, extended to the countries of
Europe, some of which returns from Europe to Canada in payment of food and
raw materials, the position of Canada would be worse, and our restrictions
against your goods woulci have to be more extensive .

In Canada's over-all trade position, we have v:hatever advantage
there may 3e in the fact that our total exports and our total imports are
well balanced . They are, in effect, underwriting each other . FJhile it
must be admitted that such a he.avy dependence upon foreign trade as Canada
exhibits carries with it a high degree of vulnerability to world conditions,
r'e have fortified our position as strongly as it is possible for us to do .
by developing our import business on a scale that fully matches in dollar
value our export business . In other inords, vre are commercially puttin g
into the pool of international trade as much as we take out, and we are
doing that in a v^ay that is giving as fair a field as cre can to open
competition. Vie have kept far atvay from confining our trade with individual
countries within the crib-rrork of bilateral agreements . On the whole, I
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think I can say isith full confidence that at every turn Canada has shaped
her commercial policy along lines that are well designed to contribute as
strongly and as fully as we can to the restoration of international trade .

On a e^orld scale, the universal and chronic dollar shortage and
currency disturbances are basically a result of distortions in the way world
resources are being used . This is partly a result of the shift of the
as=orld's economic centre of gravity to North America, a process which
started long before the vrar . The physical and economic damage of the last
e^ar added the finishing touches . Europe emerged from that conflict with
weakened financial and productive powers, while North America, and particularly
the United States, became a tower of economic strength .

Our two countries joined together to help finance the raar in
nj-ope by loans and gifts . In proportion to our national econoar ,
Canada went farther in this direction than the United States. After the
war, we joined together ap,ain in lendinb five billion dollars to Britain,
ofv^hich the United States took three-quarters and Canada one quarter .
In addition, we both made loans to other countries of Europe . It was
believed that these loans would be sufficient to re-establish these
countries, but that has proved not to be the case . Your larshall Plan has
recer.tly concentrated attention on production and exchange problems, as well
as on financial aid . The financial assistance of the United States an d
Canada is today the factor that prevents a complete breakdo :^n of world trade.

The problems of adjusting the United States econorr to meet
the present world trade situation are demonstrated by the consistently
large favourable balances of trade that you have had . A recent report of
the European Co-operation Administration points out that between 1914 and
1949, the United States exported goods to the value of about one hundred
billion dollars in excess of goods imported . üow did the world find this
huge amount of United States dollars? The answer is that about two-thirds
of this so-called favourable trade balance was paid for by loans and gifts
from the taxpayers of the United States . The alternative to loans and
gifts at the expense of the taxpayer would of course be to take goods in
exchange. The United States Administration apparently thinks, and we in
Canada are certainly of the opinion that this alternative would be a most
satisfactory arrangement for every one concerned . I realize that this is
not as easy as it sounds, but surely it represents the realities of the
situation. ~

The trade problem between the dollar world and the non-dollar
world is, in rr:any respects, similar to the wartime problem that existed
between Canada and the United States : That probler; was solved, and
solved successfully, to our mutual advantage . Surely our present prob-
lens are not beyond our wit to solve . High tariffs are one of the present
obstacles . Let us make a real approach to removing that•particular
obstacle. The alternative is either a collapse of•multilateral trade, or
acontinuation of large scale lending by North America to proud countries
rrhich dô not r;ant charity and are able and willing to put an end to loans
and gifts by opening up the channels of trade . For leadership in this
direction, the rrorld looks to the United States, the country with th e
strongest economy in the world .

The unbalance of trade today is,in effect being settled vrith
arshall Plan dollars . . Faced with the ending of b'ârshall Plan Aid, every

country must concern itself with bringing its trade into balance rrith the
dollar area and particularly with the United States . Again taking Canada
as an example, this will mean for Canada the shifting of several hundreds
of million dollars r.•orth of imports, from the United States to Britain
and European countries . r:e must increase our imports from Europe,, but at
thé moment we can only do thiS by1 reducing our imports fron the United
States . To the extent that we can increase our sales to you, e :e can of
course balance our position by positive, rather than by those negative
we$sures nhich are always painful to both sides .



The magnificent co-operation that rras achieved betiveen our two
côuntries during the war was made possible by the simplicity of the

objective. Everyone realized thnothing must be allorred to interfere with
the winning of the rrar . In the result, the objective r;as attained without
disturbance to the pattern of our industrial system . Looking at the problem
solely from the commercial point of view, the special exchanges of goods
across our common boundary did not interfere with the welfare of any
individual groups in either of our countries .

The problems that we face today are no less serious than those
wefaced during the war years . Unfortunately, the objectives are not as
clear, and the flzndamentals not so well understood, in our two coûntries .
whether we like it or not, the peoples of the world today are divided into
three distinct groups -- those who have an abiding faith in what vre call
democracy, which, in the last ana],ysis, is a recognition of the supremacy
of the individual over the state; those who have accepted totalitarianism,
r.hich acknorrledges the supremacy of the state over the individual ; and
the third group, those rrho are trying to decide which of these tv?o systems
offers them the best hope for the future . IInder these circumstances, there
can be no doubt of the importance of the example set by the democracies,
and particularly the importance of maintaining prosperity and a high level
of employment in their territories .

In the 1930's, then the level of industrial activity was falling,
andwe were faced with decliriing employment, solutions took the for m
of countries trying to live within themselves . 1Ye all know what happened .
This time the stakes for which we are playing are even greater and failure
Fould mean throtving away all the efforts and sacrifices of the war years .
Above all else, the trade crhich crosses the Canadian-American boundary
mLst be made an example of what can be done betr:een trro like-minded sovereign
states, and a model for our trade relations with other like-minde d
countries .
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